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1) 

1. Did the court err in ruling on Dax's motion to order the physical and mental

examinations of Pavel? 

Scope and Proportionality 

J 
The scope of discovery extends to relevant evidence that is reasonably calculated to lead

to the discovery of relevant non privilege matter. Discovery must be proportionate to the 
needs of the case. 

Mental/ Physical Exam: A physical or mental exam of a party requires a court order. A 
condition must be at issue and there must be a showing of good cause. 

Physical Exam: Here Pavel (P) was hit by Dax (D) while at the dunes. D crushed P leg 
/ and cause her to go to the doctor for her medical injuries. Since P injuries are at issue and 

P file a complaint in seeking damages for her injuries. There is a showing of good cause 

0 

for the physical exam because P injuries are at issue. 

Thus, the court did not error on the physical exam. 
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Menta1 Exam: Here the court ordered P to to submit to the physical exam, but denied 
the motion as to the mental examination. Here a condition must be at issue with P mental 
conditions There is noting in the facts that would lead to a metal exam.This would not be

_____ ,, 
proportionate to the needs of the case because there was no showing of good cause for 
the reason for the mental examinatipn. 

Thus the court did not error on de11,ying the motion for the mental exam. w, u.__ \ov;:, 2.1\6'-»-e..n--.j 
���$\ �

Is Dax required to submit to a physical exam? � ue. �'n -sv-.. 
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Mental/ Physical Exam: A physical or mental exam of a party requires a court order. A
condition must be at issue and there must be a showing of good cause.

0 

Physical exam: Here D is not required to submit to a physical exam because there was no
court order. There is no issues with D when he was riding on the dunes and came over
the hill crushing P leg. There must be a showing of good cause that would require a
physical exam. There is noting that would show good cause for D to get a mental exam. 

\J,.e� ,'o0\- 'j�\) � \ � h-.- E-c:,.__c_t-<-::, �J
�t CDI.)-/\- fYCV-,,/ v-)"d'l,. e,\)-€._.r CU:..N� Dax is not required to submit to a physical exam. 15\)\.J� . � --h--e... fa._c..k ( L,_\1-e..r �

k�¥-).
2. Was the court correct in its rulings on the deposition of Dr. Pollard?

DetJositions 
.. 

l.DCUJ-L

A party may only take up to ten depositions. Additional depositions require).eaf of court
j or stipulation of both parties. Depositions may not exceed 7 hours in one day. Parties are

required to appear upon notice and the non parties are not required to appear without a
subpoena.

iu$\-- �CA.�"'-� �\.,,. -\vv\ \-o '"-o.--..K.-e__a.c.-h�\r\C-L ��\-<-:, � � \o.,..,;:i Lu�"'-� ,\�Ca-..)k
11

) 

5 Here, P received a notice from D to depose Dr. pollard. P advised Dr. Pollard of the
Cscheduled deposition. On the Scheduled date, Dr. Pollard (Dr.) did not show up. Here

Dr. pollard is a non party to the case. The Dr is a non party to the case he was given
;};::J� �'r insufficient notice to appear for this deposition. A non party needs to be subpoenaed in � 
� �� . l.\G'-A.. Y\avt. 
,<c,'("\. \-- order to be brought m to the court. The DR was not properly subpoenaed and proper � ,eJ...�

°'fr�.;:.. 'c-k �<.. : 'w \-notice was not given D gave the notice to P so that P can give it to the doctor. � \o l\ \lV',,
Motion to Compel:
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If a party or non party fails to comply with a good faith and permissible discovery request,
the other party may file a motion to compel. The moving party must meet to show an
attempt to meet and confer in order to avoid court intervention.

6,::,-e.� 
Here, D file a motion to compel the DR to testify to the Deposition. Here it �e not
state in the facts that that D met with the parties to avoid court intervention. This was not

' "'"'�0� '.\-- • ·b1 di th s b d • • \Jh S� : \- a pernuss1 e scovery request ere was no u poena an nonce was nnproper. e
\.A..\t..,.t.... -n-.:..�. court should have denied the motion to compel� �a.k- �"'--L. 8-.� c:_<l\.,.___dv�\J\........,.
\ \-- \ '::, � � \¥', 'ot.t.. ) 
w\- ,\- �a.c;. diS'v--..L \r'\ Q.,/\ 'f<'..f� �c;.'v,._,� h:) ���"'--S f--o.,

CLt-1\.Q'\ \.o � r-.\JW, 

0 

The court was incorrect on its ruling on the deposition with of Dr. Pollard. � 1 "L �.

3. Will there be any jury trial? on what clams if any?,, 
Right to a jury trial 

Based on the 7th Amendment a jury right attaches to legal claims in excess of $20.00.
Request must be made no more than 14 days after service of last pleading responsive to

�v-\e'ou.-

jury .taa½-issues. Failure to make demand within 14 days after service of last responsive
l.;-..)Cl..l\1-e..< pleading directed to a jury- triable issue constitutes waver of party of any right to trial.

Then the judge has the discretion to decide whether or not to grant a jury trial. Both
parties must agree before a requests may be withdrawn.

Equitable vs legal : ��'?!L'S. \--
. • 1 \,--.. . ...1. r_ _ , . c ll(\1V\f\C-.\-\�.S �If(_ 

� �'.:, \s �ooo\ �M.e-.Jv\u'A-z.....e.1 W'r \\ � o.--.. \ CL- 00,c..,,...,,:_ ""'v- '-\11'-"- 1..)IA,U:c<:.� '\V\ �
\)A.

•�-

Damages are legal, Injunctions are equitable. Jury hears legal claim first. Judge then hears 
equitable claim but is bound by the jury's finding of fact.

Legal Claim: Suit seeking monetary is a legal claim and guaranteed a Jury trial.
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Equitable claim: Specific performance is not an equitable claim & is not guaranteed a . \...DY"\'-'\ � V\""'- ��\ a..'o""'-� ��c... ?-AfHv""�� '. \--Jo\-€.. \,�e... Trial. �cl. �f- vv<.. "-->.e..x-� �¥--..'.��\- ,>r \ ·,.f- \ts_ V\()\- e_'tiui�'o..t..-c.. ��,e.."' \\-'s. \..t..C:f�,\
i_- W <{y\_ \ t::\ Oi.<...., \- CL �V ""'\ �� . 

. \ - u '1/Ce..r're,,,f\ "\
Here, P injuries for breaking her leg medical expenses would meet the 20 dollar

� minimum requirement for a right to a jury trial. P is also seeking a injunction to keep Dax
_ \ 'v �j 

from riding on the dunes. Specific performancy is not an equitable claim & is not
8 �j°"'� guaranteed at Trial.Therfore she would not be able to have a jurry trial for her injunction.

C,\o,-'\,N\ \V\-c,u 9;wt P will be entitled to a Jury trial for the damages that D cause P. However there is another
� s�·,'r- issue in the facts, A month after the last pleading relating to jury-triable issues was served,

P then requested a jury trial. P failed to make demand within 14 days after service of last
responsive pleading directed to a jury- triable which constitutes waver of party of any
right to trial. Now the judge has the discretion to decide whether or not to grant a jury
trial. Pavel responded that they had been in the hospital for complications from her\ Pc--cts
injury and they and they made a request in good faith as they were released for the._)��\-

hospital. �. �s.� \a�\- �\-s '-""� � \- �-svL-_ � � � \A._V\...(_,� �a,1.,- _ 
0... Jud.� �u\.,\ �-ex-Gt,S,.(_ �\'4 �,sc..-r-e....n..l\..... � o...\\� a-�0� -\--A�

Thus, P will have a jury trial for her damages but not for her injunctio.

� � � -\-&'o-L ::. ';'\0 j\) � '0\�

·, r {\o'r e.-'bv\\-a,� � �\)� �u
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2) 

Did the court err in denying Diego's motion for failure to state a claim? 

L))t-'\f>'-k\NT �\�\-Tue Cla:im: A c_la:irn. must contain a short statement establishing the jurisdiction of the 
court, why the plaintiff is entitled to relief, and demand for judgment of relief. 
("(2..PND 
Here the validity of the complaint will be determined by the plausibility of Paul statement 
establishing why he is entitled to relief. Plausibility requires the statement to be more than 
possible, but less than probable. The fact must be such as to allow a judge to make a 
reasonable infuriate as to the probability of the complaint. the facts establish that Paul 
believes Diego had brought him to Deer Valley resort fraudulently which resulted in his 

0 

injury. Because he is asserting fraud the facts in the complaint must be plead with greater � '� 
particuiari!J. It is doubtful Paul will be able to establish that his complain it probability i ��z.

because he and Diego were friend, it would be planing involved to do such a thing would 
be complex, Paul went with Diego on is own accord, and the higher standard of 
particularity would make it more difficult. Ultimately, Paul's complain will be insufficient. ")� CM-O. 9a-v \ no\- a...t\...t.. if- �&- �1 � vn 0->'c""1t-\ •

Ii:i conclttsio11, a motion for failure to state a claim is detennined by a judge usi:ng their 
..GWtl experience and common scene. Here, the judge would not think the claim would he 
.plausible. Thus the court did not err when denying the claim. 

Did the court err in denying Dave's motion for summary judgment. 

Summary Judgment: Granted for the entirety of the case or on a single issue.The movant 
must establish that there is no genuine dispute of fact, and they are entitled to judgment 

I\ as a matter of law. '(V\a.k-v,.J. 

Here, a disputed fact is om.that is represented by evidence from both parties. Paul's 
complaint is backed backed evidence establishing that after his appointment with Dave 
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3) 

Call 1: Pedro v. Penelope

Issue Preclusion S'n""-� ,(;\\� \/P((l:nPn. �\J\--\. �Ob-�1 

0

o..c f\.)� Ll. \\J�\<.J t-��cJ(To successfully preclude an issue, there must be a (1) final judgfment on the merits, (2) 
involving mutual parties, one of which was a party in the previous action, (3) where the 
issue in the second action is material for the judgement in the first. 

,.e.<;�� 

Here, Pedro was the passenger in the vehicle driven by Derek when Derek and 
Penelope got into an accident. In June 2022, Penelope successfully sued Derek for her 
injuries, finding that Derek had been driving while eating cereal, using a bowl and spoon 
(negligence). In the June case, Penelope v. Derek, Penelope had a successful claim against 
Derek that went to trial, and the jury returned a verdict in favor of Penelope. Penelope 
will be asserting Derek v. Penelope as a shield against Pedro. 

�ES� 

(1) In the matter of Pedro v. Penelope, Penelope is going to assert issue preclusion as a
shield to show that she was not the one at fault for the accident. The June case was a final 
judgement on the merits in favor of Penelope, finding that Derek was negligent. Although 
Pedro was injured from an accident involving Penelope, Pedro is not able to assert a claim �c..\ud...td, � ��n v.....\ showing that Penelope is' liable for the injury. a

(2) In Derek v. Penelope, Penelope was the plaintiff, suing Derek for injuries. Penelope
was successful in her action. In Pedro v. Penelope, Penelope is now the defendant. In 
issue preclusion, this is not essential that they are on the same side of the claim-- what 
matters is if the parties are mutual, and one of the parties was in the previous action. 
Pedro was not a party to the action in Derek v. Penelope. Penelope was a party in the 

w .s.f'vt. � 'ev\- ,.__ '(v\N\-v�� • V\� � c\o'),(_. � w\- "'cir t...,�k

�,\-\<,, �.e_� � ��✓� -.)�� �- -, s 'fv,._� ��Ui\"'-- c \>�e ') ��'1'('.., � CL �d-� ,v,,.
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action Derek v. Penelope. Penelope are mutual parties in this action, and Penelope was a 
party in the previous action.

(3) In Derek v. Penelope, the action sought was a negligence claim, which resulted in 
Derek being liable, and Penelope being awarded a verdict in her favor. In Pedro v. 
Penelope, Pedro is attempting to find Penelope liable for damages. The claim Pedro 
would assert is negligence, stating that Pedro suffered damages (injuries, and potentially 
his vehicle) as a result of Penelope's negligence. Because Derek v. Penelope found in 
favor of Penelope, the court determined that Derek was liable for damages, and Penelope 
was not negligent in the action. The claim of negligence was material in determining
Penelope's damages, and it is material for determining Pedro's damages. 

LA:o�\, � \\e_��c02 h t'u_ ) . .d-3\(l\� 'I i.'A �0 \ � c.�'i-e. A court would allow for the issue to be precluded in Pedro v. Penelope via partial 
summary judgfment below.
PartialSummaryJud�ment ➔ OV\�,o 'oe.. \\\-·\s�e. '1,\nc..L \� "\1,--L'iV'.Cn� \,o \:)<'\v-.._s �� � C\l'\) { \- W\-v-.eY\ '-'-> t}\-A 0-.. � �V\ V\ � < a__ -r� e,M � f--cr-,r \ S�e... p'f(_c, \..:) &'\ ""--.

\.,uO'\�� For a successful motion for partial summary judg/ment, there must be an issue that was 
�t_ successfully precluded, or a stipulation stating that there is not a material dispute_. e: _, d15-f)0k o\=-- fua_\-e...r 1u \=--c..,\-. 

Here, in Pedro v. Penelope, Penelope will file a motion for partial summary judgefment,
stating that she was a party in a previous action pertaining to this claim, and that action

. ') was actually litigated and received a final judgfment on the merits. Penelope is able to use
�c.G"Jl, Derek v. Penelope as a shield to defend herself from negligence claims stemming from 
. '7 \J •lf" 
'�0��the same nexus or event. Penelope, in Pedro v. Penelope, is able to assert the judgement
�: in Derek v. Penelope, which finds that she was not the cause of the accident, thereforevS -r, 

\.9,o-,��oX' she was not legally found negligent for the accident, and she is not liable for Derek's
J (}}-� £,� damages. Here, she may assert the same argument. She was not found negligent in Derek

���:;· �-�r 
��t'" 
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v. Penelope, and she cannot be found negligent, under issue preclusion, in Pedro v.
Penelope.

A court would likely grant Penelope's motion for partial summary judg,ment.

Call 2: Pedro v. Derek 

Issue Preclusion ��°' N\� �l\"Rnro.. S\l\1.. �VO�

0 

QCt"\.)� �ti<!J°�kJ
To successfully preclude an issue, there must be a (1) final judgr,ment on the merits, (2)

involving mutual parties, one of which was a party in the previous action, (3) where the
issue in the second action is material for the judg4ment in the first.

v;�ka..t �� 

Here, Pedro was the passenger in the vehicle driven by Derek when Derek and
Penelope got into an accident. In June 2022, Penelope successfully sued Derek for her
injuries, finding that Derek had been driving while eating cereal, using a bowl and spoon
(negligence). In the June case, Penelope v. Derek, Penelope had a successful claim against
Derek that went to trial, and the jury returned a verdict in favor of Penelope. Pedro will
be asserting Derek v. Penelope as a sword against Derek for damages.

Lt�\ 

(1) In the matter of Pedro v. Derek, Pedro will assert that Derek was found liable for
damages that Penelope sustained in Derek v. Penelope. In June of 2022, the jury in Derek
v. Penelope returned a verdict in favor of Penelope, finding that Derek's negligence was
the cause of the action. There was a final judgfment in favor of Penelope. In Pedro v.
Derek, the facts and circumstances arise from the same common nucleus of operative
fact, IE, the car crash. Because Derek was found negligent in Derek v. Penelope, which
resulted in damages awarded to Penelope, and Pedro was injured from the same accident,
Pedro is able to use Derek v. Penelope as a sword against Derek to preclude the issue of
negligence.
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(2) In Derek v. Penelope, Derek was the defendant. In Pedro v. Derek, Derek is still the 
defendant, and Pedro and Derek are mutual parties. Pedro was not a party to the action in
Derek v. C()'\){\-v-> Penelope, u't--\o. OvU,� therefore, t\..e., \J� Pedro a.� is a a� mutual W\'-lparty. .:<<., 1\-�� \� Ov\.,fcu_,r . � �v���� . ���e.,� .1\-.e.., 

(3) In Derek v. Penelope, the action sought was a negligence claim, which resulted in 
Derek being liable, and Penelope being awarded a verdict in her favor. In Pedro v. Derek, 
Pedro is seeking damages as a result of the same accident that occurred in Derek v. 
Penelope. Pedro was injured as a result of Derek's negligence, and Pedro is able to assert 
that, because Derek was found negligent in Derek v. Penelope for the May 2022 accident, 
Derek is also to be found negligent, 

-b::.J...t. 

and to be the cause of 
hvt 

injuries in Pedro v. Derek.
\SY'--L Wo3 ''e.s.��� � ..

A court would find that Pedro can successfully preclude the issue of negligence a�ain�� •
Derek using Derek v. Penelope.

v->�� For a successful motion for partial summary judg�ment, there must be an issue that was
�((__, successfully precluded, or a stipulation stating that there is not a maral dispute�� �cJ'�uk °b 

Here, in Pedro v. Derek, Pedro will file a motion for partial summary judgf ment, stating
�') ·\) \ that Derek was a party in a previous action pertaining to this claim, and that action was 
�·actually litigated and received a final judgement on the merits. Pedro is able to use Derek
��\0..

,,1
�\t. Penelope as a sword against Derek to show that Derek was negligent, and the cause of

\ <\ �o {Al
-t;"

•-

(\ �-,J. the damages _that Pedro _suffered, stemming from the same nexu� o� even�. Pedro is able
��- to assert the Judgement m Derek v. Penelope, to preclude any trial involving Derek's

negligence or fault from the injuries that occurred in May 2022 related to this claim.
A court would likely grant Pedro's claim for partial summary judgfment.
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END OF EXAM 
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